
WOMEN IN THE 1920 S

Flappers of the s were young women known for their energetic freedom, embracing a lifestyle viewed by many at the
time as outrageous.

How does a novelist employ such detail for literary effect? How does Carol struggle to answer Will's question
"What the devil is it you want, anyway? Magazine articles and movies encouraged women to believe that their
economic security and social status depended on a successful marriage. James to begin a series of stories in the
London Magazine featuring the misadventures of a pretty fifteen-year-old girl and titled "Her Majesty the
Flapper". These attributes were not only a fashion trend but also the expression of a blurring of gender roles.
Before Carol leaves, she says "that some day I'll come back, but not till I can bring something more than I
have now. The Hays Code in , which severely limited sexual themes in movies, made independent women in
the flapper mold almost impossible to portray onscreen. Electricity meant that people could stay up later at
night, because electric lights were more efficient than kerosene lamps and candles. The evolving image of
flappers was of independent young women who went by night to jazz clubs such as those in Harlem , which
were viewed as erotic and dangerous, where they danced provocatively, smoked cigarettes and dated freely,
perhaps indiscriminately. According to Kate Chopin, "The Gibson Girl influenced society in the early s much
like Barbie influenced society of the late s. For the very poor, a cotton housedress was the only outfit for the
day. Learn more about daytime 20s dresses here or shop daytime appropriate dresses online. Spring  These
mills did not hire black women, however, because of segregation. The credit stuck and Scott began to write
about flapper culture in short stories for the Saturday Evening Post in , opening up the Jazz Age lifestyle to
middle-class homes. Therefore, young women wanted to spend their youth enjoying their life and freedom
rather than just staying at home and waiting for a man to marry them. How were the social and political
divisions of the period reflected in the debates over modernity? The use of the term coincided with a fashion
among teenage girls in the United States in the early s for wearing unbuckled galoshes , [22] and a widespread
false etymology held that they were called "flappers" because they flapped when they walked, as they wore
their overshoes or galoshes unfastened, showing that they defied convention in a manner similar to the 21st
century fad for untied shoelaces. New dances evolved, which were eagerly learnt by the young women and
Flappers of the era. Trace the significance of these elements in the debates: money and financial
independence, femininity and "womanliness," competition with men, the "sanctity of the home," men's
self-image as the family provider, the emotional health of children, birth control and family planning,
self-determination and self-actualization, political power, and the modern world and its opportunities and
challenges.


